
Vehicle Modifications  
for Mobility
It’s how you get there
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about us
Vanquip Mobilities is a family owned and operated Vehicle 
Modification Company committed to assisting the needs 
of individuals by providing tailored mobility solutions. We 
specialise in adapting vehicles, providing innovative ideas  
and quality solutions to ensure all levels of need are cared  
for and given the independence they deserve.   
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From vehicle access equipment to driving aids, Vanquip Mobilities has a product range to 
stand out as the complete supplier. 

With the 30 years of experience in our company, teamed with the highly trained technicians 
and friendly staff members, Vanquip Mobilities have continually delivered outstanding results 
for not-for profit organisations, government departments, aged care homes and the individual 
client to name a few. our excellence in project management means we can take on many 
vehicles at one time and provide a fast turnaround. 

Vanquip Mobilities’ passion for helping those less fortunate inspires the team to create 
ways that ensure safe travelling, comfort, and in some cases, independence. the gratifying 
knowledge that our provision in vehicle solutions can help bridge a gap in the lives of those 
dealing with illness, age or infirmity, is the reason Vanquip Mobilities keep moving forward, 
assisting clients day after day. 

our products are carefully selected; we are a quality focussed company and have sourced 
state-of-the-art equipment from around the world. Keeping ahead of the rest with technology, 
design and quality is the reason Vanquip Mobilities can offer unmatched customer support, 
service and results.
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since we first 
opened our doors 

for business in 
1980, we have 

been committed 
to providing high 

quality products and 
exceptional service.

We aspire to assist in enhancing 
human potential by providing state-
of-the-art products and solutions, to 

promote mobility, engagement and 
independence among individuals 

affected by disability. 
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faMily
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a true friend knows 
your weaknesses 

but shows you 
your strengths, 

feels your fears but 
fortifies your faith; 

sees your anxieties 
but frees your 

spirit; recognizes 
your disabilities  
but emphasizes 

your possibilities.
William Arthur Ward

Vanquip Mobilities recognises the need for safe and comfortable transport 

for all abilities. almost any vehicle can be converted to help you keep your 

independence and enjoy driving. our team of specialist engineers will  

create an adapted vehicle from your existing car with exceptional precision,  

care and expertise.

Vanquip Mobilities fit the vehicle to the client. We understand that in order to 

facilitate a vehicle so it is perfect for the customer, we need to get to know the 

individual in a compassionate, friendly and professional manner. Clever design 

solutions allow the wheelchair user to be socially integrated with family and 

friends whilst safety secured during travelling time.

•	 Wheelchair lifts

•	 seating

•	 tracking and restraints

•	 Handrails 

•	 automatic and manual steps
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coMMunity 
there are companies and organisations in our community that care for our aged, and less abled. 

they play a vital role in the lives of millions of people each day.

Vanquip Mobilities assist any of these companies by providing and installing the necessary 

equipment they need for their vehicles. retirement/aged care homes, Charity organisations, non-for-

profit organisations, governments and city councils, Hospitals schools,transport providers (taxis and 

bus companies), Disabled Care.

We understand exactly what is required from companies and organisations such as these; 

professional service, clarity, quality, affordability, and a one stop shop, including all necessary 

certifications. It is important for these vehicles to be equipped to accommodate all kinds of abilities 

in order for the carers to support their clients. Vanquip Mobilities promise to see the whole process 

through, from the initial consultation, a timely and reliable vehicle conversion, to the exceptional 

follow-up support.

this is what sets us apart from the rest.

•	 Wheelchair lifts

•	 seating

•	 tracking and restraints

•	 automatic and manual steps

•	 Hand controls

Do more 
than belong; 
participate.  

Do more than 
care; help.  

Do more than 
believe; practice. 
Do more than be 

fair; be kind.  
Do more than 

forgive; forget.  
Do more than 
dream; work.

William Arthur Ward
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low floor conVersions
as the single provider and installer of low Floor Conversions in Wa, Vanquip Mobilities have a  

long standing reputation of transforming vehicles with state of the art equipment and precise 

expert knowledge. 

there are no boundaries when it comes to creating a perfect vehicle modification, we take great 

pride in being able to offer vehicle solutions that provide functionality for both the wheelchair  

user and their family.

to complement our unmatched level of expertise we have consistently modified vehicles with low 

floor conversions, and in each case, built a positive relationship with another happy client.

as specialists in low floor conversions, we aspire to serve our clients in the best possible way.  

We believe that buying a vehicle should be an exciting experience; taking a wheelchair with  

you should not be complicated. 

our products, extensively and individually sourced from europe, are of exceptional quality. 

Do not go 
where the path 

may lead, go 
instead where 

there is no 
path and  

leave a trail.  
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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driVing aids
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the man who 
thinks he can 
and the man 

who thinks he 
can’t are both 

right. Which  
one are you?

Henry Ford

Vanquip Mobilities can supply and fit hand controls to almost every vehicle  

to assist individuals with driving independence. all adaptations are fitted  

by our specialist technicians, who deliver quality workmanship backed  

by 20 years’ experience.

With hand and foot controls installed to best suit the client, there’s no limits  

on who drives or where they go! 

•	 Push/Pat Hand Controls

•	 Push/Pull Hand Controls

•	 Push/twist Hand Controls

•	 steering spinners and balls

•	 easy release Handbrakes

•	 left Foot accelerators
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restraint systeMs
the safest way for a person to travel in any car is seated and wearing a seat belt.  

at Vanquip Mobilities, we do not underestimate the importance of safety in any  

vehicle modification.

all our restraint systems are crash tested and approved. We supply and fit a large range 

of different restraints.

Wheelchairs can vary from lightweight manual types weighing less than 20kg to 

powered chairs with add on features weighing up to 200kg. 

Vanquip Mobilities work closely with their clientele in all sectors of the accessible 

transport market to provide wheelchair tie-downs and occupant restraints suitable to 

the requirements of all wheelchair types and their users.
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I’m a success today 
because I had a friend 

who believed in me 
and I didn’t have the 

heart to let him down.
abraham lincoln
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seating systeMs
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We believe the most precious cargo that can ever be transported is human 

life. that’s why we make sure that safety comes first with all our seating. after 

the seats are installed, Vanquip Mobilities will carry out the necessary steps to 

ensure the vehicle is legally certified.

If the trip is worth taking why not make it comfortable. For 30 years, Vanquip 

Mobilities have maintained a sound reputation for quality seating. our seating 

comes in a range of options, for all abilities, vehicles and capacity. 

Vanquip Mobilities can modify, remove or install any seating options to suit the 

requirements of the customer.  replacing the vehicle floor and fixing tracking to 

the floor allows seats to be easily added or removed quickly.

there is something 
that is much more 
scarce, something 

rarer than ability. 
It is the ability to 
recognize ability.

Robert Half



Freecall:

1800 819 390

86 ewing street, 

Welshpool Wa 6106

t: 08 9458 9177 

F: 08 9458 7177

e: sales@wesbarvanquip.com.au 

W: wesbarvanquip.com.au


